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Does Regulatory Jurisdiction Affect the Quality  
of  Investment-Adviser Regulation?†

By Ben Charoenwong, Alan Kwan, and Tarik Umar*

The  Dodd-Frank Act shifted regulatory jurisdiction over “ midsize” 
investment advisers from the SEC to  state-securities regulators. Client 
complaints against  midsize advisers increased relative to those con-
tinuing under SEC oversight by 30 to 40 percent of the unconditional 
probability. Complaints increasingly cited fiduciary violations and rose 
more where state regulators had fewer resources. Advisers responding 
more to weaker oversight had past complaints, were located farther 
from regulators, faced less competition, had more conflicts of inter-
est, and served primarily less-sophisticated clients. Our results inform 
optimal regulatory design in markets with informational asymmetries 
and search frictions. (JEL G24, G28, K22, L51, L84)

Questions of optimal regulatory capacity and design are crucial to the effi-
ciency of complex economies, where information asymmetries and search frictions 
are pervasive and government intervention might be necessary. However, regula-
tory capacity and design rarely shift for exogenous reasons, holding laws fixed. 
Thus, we know little about what can be done to improve regulatory oversight. One 
of the myriad of quirks in the  Dodd-Frank Act afforded a unique opportunity to 
examine such questions empirically in the large  investment-advisory industry. The 
 investment-advisory industry comprises firms called registered investment advis-
ers (RIAs) that recommend financial securities such as stocks, bonds, and mutual 
funds to clients and may also provide  financial planning services. Examples include 
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management with $735 billion in assets under management 
(AUM) and smaller advisers such as Abens Financial Services, which employs two 
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 investment-adviser representatives (IARs) to manage $43.5 million for 73 clients. 
RIAs have a fiduciary duty to clients and manage over 70 percent of the total net 
worth of households and  nonprofit organizations in 2017. Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC)-registered RIAs alone serviced over $70 trillion for 36 million 
clients in 2017, almost three times the size of the US housing market ($26 trillion) 
and over four times the total assets of all US commercial banks ($17 trillion).1

The quirk we exploit in the  Dodd-Frank Act is the transitioning of oversight of 
“ midsize” RIAs ($25 million to $100 million in AUM) from SEC to state oversight. 
The shift did not alter the fiduciary standard nor any other rules governing RIAs 
and was intended to free up resources at the SEC to regulate “private funds,” such 
as hedge funds, which were newly enrolled under SEC oversight by the Act. The 
transition did not apply to RIAs in Wyoming and New York.2 This transition was 
announced on June 22, 2011 and implemented on January 1, 2012. The $100 million 
threshold was used previously in the 1996 National Securities Market Improvement 
Act, which shifted  midsize RIAs from state to SEC oversight.

Because the threshold used and motivations for the transition are plausibly exog-
enous to RIA quality, we use a  difference-in-differences design to study whether the 
transition affected service quality. Specifically, we compare the  customer complaint 
rates of transitioned  midsize RIAs with those of similar RIAs remaining under 
SEC oversight. To increase the comparability between SEC- and  state-registered 
RIAs, we exclude RIAs with more than $1 billion in AUM. Customer complaints 
are  client-initiated and relate to  non-mutually exclusive topics such as excessive 
 risk-taking,  under-diversification, misrepresentation of investments, violations of 
the fiduciary standard, unsuitable investments, fee gauging, and fraud. For example, 
a client filed a complaint on August 21, 2012 against representative Bruce Martin 
Harada, seeking recovery of fraudulently procured funds to purchase fictitious 
investments in October 2011.

Customer complaints are an appropriate outcome measure for four reasons. First, 
complaints reflect customer satisfaction adjusted for clients’ objectives and situ-
ations. Second, complaints are public and timely, appearing almost immediately 
in the Investment Adviser Public Disclosure database. Third, the transition did not 
substantively change the process of filing a complaint, which may be filed online for 
free through regulators’ websites. Fourth, complaints are rarely redacted. FINRA 
handles expungement requests and calls expungement an “extraordinary measure.” 
We use all complaints rather than condition on outcomes, because outcomes depend 
on the quality of the regulator.

Following the transition, complaint rates of  midsize RIAs increased by 0.3 to 
0.4 percentage points per year relative to the complaint rates of RIAs continu-
ing under SEC oversight, representing a 30–40 percent increase relative to the 
 unconditional-complaint rate for the sample period 2009 to 2014. Complaints 
increasingly cited fiduciary violations with higher alleged damages. Additionally, 
our empirical setting permits three alternative comparison groups: (i) advisers 

1 Sources: The SEC’s 2017 Evolution Revolution, the Urban Institute’s March 2018 Housing Finance at a 
Glance, and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management (also 
known as Smith Barney) and Abens Financial Services AUMs from 2017 Form ADVs filed with the Investment 
Adviser Public Disclosure database.

2 Wyoming had no  state registration requirements for RIAs, and New York did not examine RIAs.
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advising between $100 million and $1 billion in assets who remained registered 
with the SEC, (ii) RIAs advising less than $300 million in assets, and (iii)  midsize 
advisers in Wyoming and New York who continued under SEC oversight.3 These 
results are consistent with the transition decreasing RIA service quality, which goes 
against the initial idea that state regulators would have more incentives (local con-
stituents) and maybe more bandwidth to act than the SEC. We acknowledge that the 
comparison groups are not control groups, because the transition may have affected 
both the SEC’s and state regulators’ capacities, so that the magnitude of the diver-
gence is suggestive. Instead, we exploit heterogeneity in the divergence across state 
regulators, advisory firms, and representatives to identify determinants of regulatory 
effectiveness and the populations who may be bearing the costs of weaker oversight.

We cannot immediately conclude the increase in complaint rates for  midsize RIAs 
indicates lower service quality. Observed complaint rates are a function of service 
quality, the probability of detection, activity levels, and the probability of frivolous 
complaints. The probability of detection may increase if state regulators are better at 
sussing out bad actors due to a  local-information advantage. Alternatively, a weaker 
state regulator may induce customers to monitor RIAs more if state regulators and 
customer complaints are  external-governance substitutes. Another possibility is that 
normal activity levels or the probability of frivolous complaints increased (or report-
ing costs decreased) differentially for  midsize RIAs. Clients may perceive state reg-
ulators as more favorable when, in fact, outcomes are decided in Financial Industry 
Regulatory Authority (FINRA) arbitration forums, which were not affected by the 
 Dodd-Frank Act. Finally, advisers may lower service quality if state regulators are 
weaker.

To disentangle these several different factors that may explain the increase in 
complaint rates, we take advantage of the  cross-sectional richness of the data across 
states, RIA firms, and employed IARs to examine where increases in complaints 
were higher or lower. Our results rule out the  reverse-causality argument that the 
increase in complaints is driven by  more-effective state regulators eliciting com-
plaints. We test the impact of three measures of regulatory resources: staff per 
adviser (from 1999 and 2012), budget growths from 2009 to 2012, and salaries. 
Across all three measures, we find the increase in complaints is largest in states with 
the weakest regulators. A  standard deviation change in regulators’ budget growth 
can explain approximately 40 percent of the average effect. The increase in com-
plaints was greater when the workload shock was greater, measured as the increase 
in IARs working for RIAs under state oversight. Moreover, RIAs that are costlier 
to supervise, namely those located farther from state regulators and in areas with 
fewer RIA branches, received more complaints. Lastly, on average, we find a lower 
incidence of  state-regulator  follow-up on customer complaints. If better regulators 
elicit more complaints, we should have found more complaints in states with more 
regulatory resources and for advisers closer to regulators.

Our  cross-sectional results also help refute another  reverse-causality argument: 
perhaps, customers and regulators are substitutes in terms of external governance. 
 More-sophisticated clients are more likely to be aware of shifts in regulatory 

3 In online Appendix A.2, we also find that RIAs  re-registering with the SEC due to exogenous growth in AUMs 
experience a drop in complaint rates.
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 oversight and thus be more likely to increase monitoring if oversight weakens. 
Instead, we find the divergence in complaint rates is largely driven by  midsize RIAs 
serving primarily  non-accredited investors, who are likely less sophisticated.

We also rule out the possibility that normal activity levels or  frivolous-complaint 
rates differentially increased for  midsize RIAs. We find no significant differences 
in asset growth between mid- and  large-size investment advisers that might have 
led to differences in activity levels. We also find the same increase in complaints 
when restricting the comparison group to  midsize RIAs headquartered in Wyoming  
and/or New York that were not transitioned. The increase in complaints persists 
after the transition in oversight in 2012 through the end of our sample, suggesting 
our results are not driven by news or a backlog of complaints. We also find within 
a RIA that the increase is higher among IARs with past complaints. In addition, we 
find a larger effect on RIAs employing more IARs dual registered as brokers, who 
face greater conflicts of interests.4

Overall, our results are most consistent with the statement that the transition 
weakened oversight of  midsize advisers, who responded by increasingly violating 
their fiduciary duties (Becker 1968, Darby and Karni 1973). Policymakers ignored 
the consequences of heterogeneity in states’ regulatory capacities and only dis-
cussed the  filing-cost burden imposed on  midsize RIAs.5 Our results show service 
quality is sensitive to enforcement quality, which encourages policymakers to assess 
differences in regulators’ financial resources, educational attainments, and work 
experiences in regulatory design, such as how to divide power between local and 
federal regulators.

We contribute to the growing literature on financial advice. Gennaioli, Shleifer, 
and Vishny (2015) and Gurun, Stoffman, and Yonker (2018) highlight the impor-
tance of trust. Additional research  studies conflicts of interests and misconduct 
in the  broker-dealer industry.6 Egan (2019) documents that brokers sell more 
 higher-commission but strictly dominated structured products relative to its 
 lower-commission but strictly superior version. Dimmock, Gerken, and Graham 
(2018) show misconduct spreads across brokers through mergers and Dimmock 
and Gerken (2012) show past fraud by advisers predicts future fraud. Clifford and 
Gerken (2017) show that allowing brokers to “own” client relationships reduces cus-
tomer complaints by 29 basis points, which is comparable in magnitude to the effect 
of weaker regulatory oversight we document. Egan, Matvos, and Seru (2018) find 
7 percent have some history of misconduct and 44 percent of brokers terminated due 
to the misconduct get  re-employed elsewhere within one year in the same industry. 

4 Studies find clients are confused by the  dual registration status. The SEC responded by recently proposing to 
require RIAs to file a new Form CRS that specifies the standard of conduct the RIA promises to meet for various 
services. For a description of the studies and background on the proposed rule change, see SEC Rule  34-83063.

5 Source: https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2011/ ia-3221.pdf.
6 Del Guercio and Reuter (2014) find managers of broker-sold mutual funds invest less in active management 

and underperform index funds. Christoffersen, Evans, and Musto (2013) show that mutual fund flows reflect the 
incentives of the brokers intermediating them. Foerster et al. (2017) find advisers increase clients’  risk-taking and 
limited evidence of customized advice. Hoechle et al. (2018) show that bank’s advisers push clients to make trades 
that are more profitable for the bank and their clients underperform independent clients. Chang and Szydlowski 
(2016) suggest fees compensate for information provision, which leads to higher fees for  less-sophisticated clients 
who have a higher marginal benefit of advice. Chang, Tang, and Zhang (2015) find requiring client suitability 
reduces bad advice. Additional papers showing advisers provide  suboptimal advice: see Bergstresser, Chalmers, 
and Tufano (2009); Mullainathan, Noeth, and Schoar (2012); and Chalmers and Reuter (forthcoming).

https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2011/ia-3221.pdf
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These papers and our results together suggest clients cannot monitor investment 
advisers and brokers well, suggesting a role for government oversight.

Our results also relate to the wider literature on the behavior, misconduct, and 
oversight of financial intermediaries such as banks, real estate agents, credit rat-
ing agencies, auditors, financial analysts, and others. Agarwal et al. (2014) find 
commercial banks make riskier loans under state oversight and argue that local 
regulators are more lenient. By contrast, in a different financial services industry, 
we find investment advisers under state oversight see greater complaints. Agarwal 
et al. (forthcoming) find that real estate agents buy their own houses for 2 percent 
cheaper than comparable houses bought by others. White (2010) and Griffin and 
Tang (2011) study the market structure and conflicts of interests in credit ratings. 
DeMarzo, Fishman, and Hagerty (2005) study the tension between  self-regulating 
organizations and government oversight, with an application to brokers. In the real 
estate market,  Ben-David (2011) provides evidence that property sellers helped 
buyers inflate house prices in the  run-up of the financial crisis and that real estate 
agents, loan officers, appraisers, and real estate lawyers knew about this practice. 
In addition, Mian and Sufi (2017) document widespread income overstate in mort-
gage applications from 2002 to 2005, and Agarwal and  Ben-David (2018) show 
evidence that bank loan officers incentivized to originate loans overlooked unfavor-
able soft information.7 For firms, Mohliver (2019) document the role of auditors in 
 stock-option backdating in executive compensation, and Parsons, Sulaeman, and 
Titman (2018) use SEC data to document large geographical clusters of manager 
misconduct and suggest that it appears due to local norms.

The unintended decline in financial advice quality that we find also relates to the 
literature on unintended policy outcomes. Benmelech and Moskowitz (2010) show 
usury laws in the nineteenth century had the unintended consequence of increasing 
the costs of entry for new firms into markets. Blouin and Krull (2009); Dharmapala, 
Foley, and Forbes (2011); and Faulkender and Petersen (2012) examine unintended 
outcomes of the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004, which created a temporary tax 
holiday for repatriations from foreign subsidiaries. Jambulapati and Stavins (2014) 
show the Credit CARD Act of 2009, meant to limit issuer ability to change credit 
terms, had the unintended consequence of raising rates and fees and reducing credit 
limits prior to the effective date. Dimitrov, Palia, and Tang (2015) study the impact 
of the  Dodd-Frank Act on credit rating agencies. Agarwal et al. (2017) show that 
the Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP) only reached  one-third of the 
targeted households despite  sizable incentives for mortgage originators because of 
the large heterogeneity across intermediaries in  pre-HAMP renegotiation behavior.

7 Since 2007, California, Nevada, New Mexico, and Washington extended fiduciary duties to mortgage brokers. 
Policy discussion about regulatory design: United States Government Accountability Office’s report “Nonbank 
Mortgage Servicers: Existing Regulatory Oversight Could Be Strengthened.” In addition, Shi and Zhang (2015); 
Piskorski, Seru, and Witkin (2015); and Griffin and Maturana (2016a, b) are examples of papers that document 
the sale of mortgages by intermediaries with false information about borrowers in the mortgage industry. Griffin, 
Kruger, and Maturana (2019) find that employees involved in the securitization of  mortgage-backed securities with 
high loss and misreporting rates experienced no adverse market outcomes. Ambrose, Sanders, and Yavas (2016) 
and Wong (2018) study the conflict of interests of loan servicers in handling troubled loans in  mortgage-backed 
securities.
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I. Background on Investment Advisers

In the United States, firms known as  registered-investment advisers (RIAs) 
employ  investment-adviser representatives (IARs). The Investment Advisers Act of 
1940 defines an “investment adviser” broadly as “any person who, for compensa-
tion, engages in the business of advising others, either directly or through publica-
tions or writings, as to the value of securities or as to the advisability of investing in, 
purchasing, or selling securities, or, who for compensation and as part of a regular 
business, issues or promulgates analyses or reports concerning securities,” except 
when “solely incidental.”8

Investment advisers have a fiduciary duty to clients and provide customized invest-
ment advice either through direct meetings, pamphlets, seminars, or other means of 
direct and indirect contact. RIAs can provide financial planning and recommend 
different investment products, but the RIAs themselves are not investment pools 
like mutual funds. Rather, the investment portfolios of such funds are managed by 
investment advisers operating as separate entities. Common names for investment 
advisers include asset managers, investment counselors, investment managers, port-
folio managers, and wealth managers.

Complicating the regulation of investment advisers is that approximately 87 per-
cent of IARs are also registered as brokers, defined in the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 as “any person or company engaged in the business of buying and selling 
securities on behalf of its clients, for its own account (as dealer) or both.” Brokers 
typically receive commissions and product fees, whereas investment advisers earn 
fees based on hours of service and AUM. These differences in compensation incen-
tives may lead to conflicts of interests. Brokers are held to a weaker “suitability 
standard.” The suitability standard requires a broker to consider a client’s income 
and net worth, investment objectives, risk tolerance, and other security holdings 
but does not require a broker to put a client’s interests before the broker’s interests. 
By contrast, investment advisers have a “fiduciary duty,” which mandates putting a 
 client’s interests first. A commonly expressed concern by regulators is that clients 
may not be able to determine whether an individual is operating as an investment 
adviser with a fiduciary standard or as a broker, especially because brokers are often 
called “financial advisers.”

Investment advisers are required to file annually a Form ADV, which records firm 
information such as total AUM, compensation structure, and clientele composition.9 
It is filed annually and updated during the year for material changes. Annual filings 
and updates must be distributed promptly to both regulators and clients. Required 
updates include disclosures of client complaints, personal bankruptcy, civil suits, 
and criminal activity. Once these disclosure events are made to regulators, the pro-
files of RIAs and IARs are updated in public databases.

The regulatory landscape for investment advisers has been dynamic. Prior to 
1996, the SEC oversaw RIAs managing more than $100 million in assets, and state 

8 “Solely incidental” means content that can be construed as investment advice without the intention of being 
advice. For example, finance professors do not have to register as investment advisers when teaching the capital 
asset pricing model.

9 For more variables, see online Appendix B10.
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regulators oversaw RIAs managing less than $100 million in assets.10 Then, the 
National Securities Markets Improvement Act of 1996 transitioned  midsize advisers 
to SEC oversight as part of a collection of efforts to integrate securities regulators. 
Ever since the Act circumscribed state authority,  state-securities regulators have 
been aspiring to reclaim it. Executive Director Russ Iuculano of the North American 
Securities Administrators Association (NASAA) stated, “The financial catastrophe 
of 2008 gave NASAA a great opportunity to make its case that our system of finan-
cial services regulation must be strengthened, but only through the combined efforts 
of state and federal regulators.”

The most recent shift in oversight responsibility is due to the  Dodd-Frank Wall 
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. Section 410 of the  Dodd-Frank Act 
shifted oversight of  midsize RIAs back to the states. The Act’s threshold used to 
distinguish  midsize RIAs is $100 million, which matches that applied in the NSMIA 
switch in 1996. Thus, the $100 million cutoff is likely exogenous to differences in 
RIA characteristics around the threshold in 2012. Although the  Dodd-Frank Act was 
signed into law in July 2010, the transition was not publicly announced until June 
22, 2011, with then SEC Commissioner Mary Jo White stating, “In acknowledging 
the Commission’s limited examination resources—and in light of the new respon-
sibilities for private fund advisers—the  Dodd-Frank Act also reallocated regulatory 
responsibility for certain  smaller-investment advisers to the  state-securities authori-
ties.” In other words, the primary motivation for this change was to adjust the SEC’s 
oversight responsibilities, because Title IV of the  Dodd-Frank Act replaced the “pri-
vate adviser” exemption many advisers to venture capital funds, hedge funds, and 
 private-equity funds relied on with narrower exemptions, which limited the exemp-
tion to advisers who exclusively advise venture capital funds and advisers solely to 
private funds with less than $150 million in AUM. The Act did not shift oversight of 
RIAs in Wyoming and New York away from the SEC, because Wyoming does not 
have any regulatory scheme for investment advisers, and New York registers invest-
ment advisers but does not subject advisers to examination. These statements from 
key regulators about the motivation for the transition, the use of an historic cutoff 
threshold of $100 million, and the quick timing further support the exogeneity of 
the transition.

The rule applied to new registrations as of July 21, 2011. Existing  SEC-registered 
RIAs remained with the SEC until January 1, 2012.  Midsize RIAs not eligible for 
SEC registration had to file Form  ADV-W to withdraw their SEC registration by 
June 28, 2012. At the time of the law’s announcement, the SEC estimated 3,200 
RIAs would be delegated to examination by state law.11

10 For regulatory purposes and in this paper, AUM include securities portfolios for which the adviser provides 
continuous and regular supervisory or management services. Advisers should not include assets for which the 
adviser does not have direct authority to implement client trades (either with discretion or after the client accepts 
the adviser’s recommendation). Also, we only have assets managed by a  registered-investment-adviser firm and do 
not have assets managed at an individual representative level.

11 SEC Release No.  IA-3221; File No.  S7-36-10.
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II. Data and Methodology

A. Sample Construction

We incorporate complaint data into a  survivorship-bias-free panel of 89,752 IARs 
working for 6,772 RIAs from 2009 to 2014. Our final sample is a  person-year panel 
free of survivorship bias, and for certain tests, we aggregate the  person-year panel 
to a  firm-year panel. We construct this sample from three sources: mandatory Form 
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Figure 1. Regulatory Landscape of RIAs and the  Dodd-Frank Act

Notes: This figure depicts the changing regulatory landscape for RIAs before and after the  Dodd-Frank reform tran-
sitioned oversight of  midsize RIAs ($25 million to $100 million of AUM) from SEC to state oversight. The figure 
shows RIAs and  broker-dealers as overlapping rectangles in the middle, the governmental regulatory authorities on 
the left, and FINRA, a  self-regulating organization, on the right. Before  Dodd-Frank, the SEC regulated mid- and 
 large-size investment advisers. After  Dodd-Frank,  state-securities regulators regulated  midsize advisers. Because 
approximately 87 percent of investment advisers are dual registered as brokers, the figure also includes the regula-
tory landscape for brokers, which did not change, especially in a way particular to  midsize advisers.
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ADV data acquired from the SEC and two disclosure outlets for complaints. We 
obtained Form ADV from a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request. RIAs 
file Form ADV annually and upon material business updates. Form ADV contains 
a variety of details about each  SEC-registered RIA, including ownership struc-
ture and details about business operations, including number of employees, client 
composition, locations, conflicts of interests, and a variety of disclosures such as 
customer complaints and regulatory actions. We received the data from 2000 to 
2015. The data contain only  SEC-registered advisers for the most part.12 We also 
requested Form  ADV-W data, which are filed to  de-register with the SEC. Two types 
of  de-registration exist. A full  de-registration indicates an RIA plans to cease opera-
tions. A partial  de-registration indicates an RIA plans to continue operating but not 
under SEC oversight.

Data on individual IARs are combined from the BrokerCheck and Investment 
Adviser Public Disclosure databases. For each IAR, we gathered publicly available 
detailed reports from both databases, which list a profile for every individual who 
has worked as a broker (BrokerCheck) or IAR (IAPD) in the last ten years. Our 
latest update of the data occurred in spring 2017, meaning we have all individu-
als who were ever registered at some point during the period May 2007 to spring 
2017. We go no further back than 2008 for nearly all of our tests. The IAPD and 
BrokerCheck are both maintained by FINRA and based on the same data from the 
Central Registration Depository (CRD) maintained by FINRA since the 1970s. 
While BrokerCheck provides data only on brokers, because approximately 87 per-
cent of IARs are also dual registered as brokers, we make use of BrokerCheck data 
as well. Also, the detailed reports from BrokerCheck are more suitable for parsing.

The main purpose of this dataset is to provide the public with a history of every 
IAR and broker. Information includes a full employment history and detailed dis-
closures on a number of topics preserved for at least 10 years. Preserved disclosures 
include client complaints, criminal actions, regulatory actions, litigations, termina-
tions, civil suits, and other financial matters, such as liens, that might be pertinent 
to an adviser’s ability to manage money. Often, client complaints refer to a specific 
product. Around 50 percent of complaints deal with an annuity, 20 percent deal with 
stocks and 4 percent deal with  over-the-counter securities. Online Appendix B.4 pro-
vides more details about complaint types and related products. The complaint data 
contain unstructured text detailing the nature of allegations from the  perspectives of 
different participants (e.g., regulator, adviser, client), as well as docket identifiers to 
track legal proceedings related to cases.

For both the IAPD and BrokerCheck databases, we queried all CRD numbers 
between 1 and 10 million to get the universe of individual brokers and IARs. This 
approach results in a  survivorship-bias-free dataset, because CRDs are never reused, 
and information on brokers and IARs must be maintained for at least 10 years, even 
if an individual leaves the industry. We keep all complaints in either database with 

12 The full universe of Form ADV filings comprises firms registered with state regulators and would require 
issuing FOIA requests to every state regulator. For our study, the full universe of Form ADVs is not essential 
because we are able to track complaints filed against individual  investment-adviser representatives working for 
either state- or  SEC-registered RIAs.
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the date the complaint was received, which is available for the vast majority of dis-
closures.13 We also keep data on regulatory events.

The main sample is a  survivorship-bias-free, annual panel of IARs. We track 
individuals by their “branch location.” Our main analyses generally use the 
 individual-year panel. The primary sample window is  2009–2014, and the results 
are similar when we extend the sample window for robustness. The implementation 
date of the shock was January 2012. Our  post-period begins in 2012. We keep all 
IARs who were working for an RIA filing a Form ADV in 2011.

Finally, we hand-collect data on securities regulators’ budgets, staffing, and 
salaries where possible. The budget data vary in granularity due to differences in 
state organizational structures. Some states have an identifiable division devoted to 
adviser enforcement. In other states, oversight of investment advisers is commingled 
with other functions, such as oversight of banks and insurance companies. Thus, the 
budget data are not suitable for direct  cross-sectional comparisons. Instead, we use 
the ratio of 2012 budgets to 2009 budgets in  cross-sectional tests. We collect staffing 
data for 2012 directly from state regulators and for 1999 from an NASAA survey 
of state regulators with oversight responsibilities of investment advisers. We collect 
public salary data for the examiners and registration officials listed in the directory 
of states’  investment-adviser registration and examination contacts published by the 
NASAA in May 2012.

B. Empirical Specification

Our workhorse variable is the number of complaints initiated by clients against 
an RIA. As discussed, clients can file complaints online for free; however, the act 
of complaining can be costly in other ways. Filing a complaint takes time, may 
damage a relationship with an existing adviser, and achieving awards for damages 
through arbitration, settlement, or state court requires legal and processing costs.14 
Thus, filed complaints likely reflect meaningful perceived misconduct, and, consis-
tent with this logic, across each year in our sample, 60 percent of regulatory actions 
are preceded by client complaints. We keep complaints that are in progress, settled, 
denied, or withdrawn.15 We include complaints of all statuses, because both the type 
of client and a regulator’s strength may influence the outcome.16

We use the following empirical specification:

   1   {Complaint}  ijt   =  α i   +  α j   +  α s(  j)t   +  β 1    Transitioned j   

 +  β 2    Post t   +  β 3    Post t   ×  Transitioned j   +  ε ijt    ,

13 Our conclusions are robust to using only IAPD complaints or only  Broker-Check complaints. Also, for the 
few complaints without dates, we can impute the date from the date the notice process is served, and the results go 
through.

14 Online Appendix Figure 8 shows the electronic procedure for filing complaints for the state of New Jersey, 
which is broadly representative. 

15 Complaints executed fully are often arbitrated through FINRA’s arbitration process or processed by some 
other formal procedure such as a state court.

16 This variable is different from the measure of misconduct used in Egan, Matvos, and Seru (2018), who ignore 
the category “Client Dispute–Denied” and use other disclosure categories. Their purpose is to identify misconduct 
of any kind, whereas ours is to identify service quality from the perspective of clients. Also, only using settled 
complaints is inappropriate in our setting, because regulatory quality is transitioning and may affect outcomes.
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where  i  is an IAR,  j  is an RIA,  s( j)  is the state of the   RIA j   ’s headquarters, and  t  is the 
year. The outcome is an indicator for whether an IAR had one or more complaints in 
a given year. The term   Transitioned j    is an indicator variable that is 1 if an IAR works 
for a  midsize RIA that transitions to state oversight. The sample period is from 2009 
to 2014, and the indicator   Post t    is 1 for the years 2012 to 2014. The coefficient of 
interest is   β 3   , the  difference-in-differences estimate of the effect of transitioning 
 midsize RIAs to state oversight on the probability an IAR receives a customer com-
plaint. We consider specifications including firm fixed effects to account for RIA 
characteristics, individual fixed effects to account for IAR characteristics such as 
skill and gender, and  state-year fixed effects to account for  state-specific trends. We 
sometimes include  branch-post fixed effects to account for  city-level trends. We use 
an annual panel for the main specification because individuals may move across 
RIAs, which allows us to better control for trends.17 We cluster standard errors by 
state, allowing for RIAs and representatives within the same state to experience 
correlated shocks.18

To identify RIAs that shifted to state oversight due to  Dodd-Frank, we look 
for RIAs that filed a Form  ADV-W and indicated partial  de-registration due to the 
 Dodd-Frank Act. Online Appendix Figure 6 shows a large increase in Form ADV 
filings in 2012. The increase in  ADV-W filings drove the spike. We also require that 
the affected RIAs must be headquartered in affected states (excludes Wyoming and 
New York) as of 2011 and must have managed less than $100 million of AUM in 
2011.19,20

Originally, the SEC projected around 3,200 RIAs would be affected in June 2011. 
However, the subsequent bull market in equities increased the assets of RIAs. In 
October 2012, the SEC stated that “over 2,300” RIAs made the transition.21 Using 
our classification method, we identify 2,089 transitioned RIAs. The discrepancy in 
number of transitioned RIAs may be due to imperfect information since not all RIAs 
properly filed a form  ADV-W, and thus, we also require 2011 AUM to be less than 
$100 million to help isolate partial  de-registrations.22 The 2,089 transitioned RIAs 

17 For robustness, we also use the  collapsed-three-year-window approach of Bertrand, Duflo, and Mullainathan 
(2004). The  collapsed-three-year window around 2012 may have more power, because complaints may not be filed 
immediately when the misconduct occurs, potentially introducing serial dependence in residuals. Shortening the 
window to two years does not affect the results.

18 Clustering at the RIA level does not change any results. 
19 We use the median AUM reported throughout the year in Form ADV filings and amendments, but the results 

are robust to taking the max or mean AUM.
20 Most firms we classify as transitioned and  de-registered from the SEC followed the process above, but some 

RIAs  de-registered without following the process exactly. The vast majority of, but not all, firms file Form  ADV-W. 
However, some RIAs mentioned transitioning to state registration in the description section of Form  ADV-W but 
incorrectly indicated in the Form  ADV-W the desire to perform a full  de-registration. Also, some RIAs failed to 
file an annual Form ADV in 2012 stating that the RIA planned to terminate SEC registration. Given that firms 
failing to file the 2012 Form ADV with the SEC continued to operate means this omission must be a mistake. We 
 hand-checked RIAs that defied our expectations that they would  de-register based on state of incorporation and 
AUM in 2011, adjusting the classification to eliminate some false positives and false negatives. Our final classifi-
cation is conservative. In robustness checks, we find similar results classifying firms based solely on AUM in 2011.

21 See SEC press release  2012–214, dated October 19, 2012.
22 There additionally appear to be some RIAs who the SEC may have counted as  de-registering, but in fact 

ceased operations altogether. Therefore, the set which should be available for observation in the transition period 
is likely lower than the SEC claims and somewhere in between our number and the SEC’s. In the online Appendix, 
we analyze a date in 2014 where we have a list of all RIAs by their current regulator jurisdiction. We confirm that 
complaint rates in the period  2015–2016 continue to be greater among the  de-registered and we confirm this with 
IV tests instrumenting jurisdictional assignment with a  Hausman-type instrument on AUM growth.
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represent roughly  one-third of approximately 6,000  SEC-registered RIAs with less 
than $1 billion in assets, and employ 11 percent of IARs.

C. Summary Statistics

We start with 4.6 million  person-year observations, comprising any regis-
tered investment adviser from 2005 to 2015. Limiting the sample to the period 
 2009–2014 reduces the sample to 1,791,522  person-year observations across 
 SEC- and  state-registered advisers. We further limit the sample to RIAs that were 
 SEC-registered in 2011, one year before the  Dodd-Frank Act, which results in 1.29 
million  person-year observations. Next, we reduce the sample to those with less than 
$1 billion in assets in 2011, which reduces the sample size to 330,451  person-year 
observations. The final sample has 2,089  midsize RIAs transitioned to state regula-
tory oversight and 4,683 RIAs continuing under SEC oversight.

Restricting the sample to RIAs managing less than $1 billion helps address con-
cerns that large RIAs are substantively different from  midsize RIAs. We run our main 
analysis using lower AUM cutoffs (e.g., $100 million and $300 million); however, 
we prefer the $1 billion cutoff as a balance between power and comparability. In our 
summary statistics table, we tabulate various characteristics from Form ADV. The 
state- and  SEC-registered RIAs are similar along most dimensions. Panel B of Table 
1 compares various RIA characteristics across  state-registered and  SEC-registered 
RIAs, showing similar compensation arrangements and similar amounts of discre-
tionary authority. However, we address some dissimilarities with the tighter AUM 
cutoffs and a variety of  fixed effects specifications. Also, the  cross-sectional tests 
discussed later are less sensitive to any possible unaddressed differences between 
the characteristics of the SEC- and  state-registered RIAs, because the  cross-sectional 
tests examine differences in the  difference-in-differences estimate across transi-
tioned RIAs.

Panel A of Table 1 presents information on complaint rates during our sample 
period. The unconditional sample probability of receiving a complaint is 1.07 per-
cent for our sample. Panel C shows complaint characteristics before and after the 
transition in 2012 by  midsize RIAs that transitioned and RIAs continuing under SEC 
oversight. Conditional on having alleged damages, the dollar amount of a complaint 
is significant, with a sample average of $284,322. Conditional on being awarded a 
settlement, the average settlement amount is $93,996. Immediately following the 
financial crisis ( 2009–2011), alleged damages were approximately $100,000 higher 
than in the  2012–2014 sample period.

III. An Increase in Reported Customer Complaints

We now examine changes in customer complaints due to the transition. Observed 
complaint rates are a function of service quality, the probability of detection, activ-
ity levels, and the probability of frivolous complaints. First, complaints may have 
increased if service quality declined after the transition to state oversight of  midsize 
RIAs. Second, complaints may have increased if detection rates of lower service 
quality increased. Perhaps, state regulators are more effective than the SEC at 
helping clients detect misconduct, because state regulators may have more local 
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 knowledge, more capacity, and greater local interests. Also, better state oversight 
might lead clients to complain more, because better state oversight may lead to more 
thorough examinations and thus higher expected awards for cases arbitrated by 
FINRA. Third, the detection rate may also increase even if state oversight weakens. 
Clients may increase monitoring of their advisers to compensate for weaker state 
regulatory oversight, implying a substitution between customer and regulatory over-
sight. Fourth, alternatively, we might observe an increase in frivolous complaints. 
A frivolous complaint is one where a dissatisfied client may express disutility, but 
the adviser did nothing wrong. An example of a frivolous complaint would be a 
complaint about poor performance when an adviser in fact appropriately warned the 
client of risks. Frivolous complaints might have increased because activity increased 
for  midsize RIAs relative to that of  large-size RIAs, resulting in more complaints 
for  midsize RIAs. Or perhaps, client awareness about the option of filing complaints 
increased because of media attention to the transition, which may be stronger in 
areas with more transitioned RIAs. In other words, the cost of reporting may have 
decreased.

Table 1—Summary Statistics

IARs with complaints Pr(complaint)
Panel A. Individual complaint rates
2009 817 1.69
2010 652 1.24
2011 602 1.07
2012 560 0.97
2013 521 0.90
2014 397 0.68
Total 3,549 1.07

Midsize SEC Total

Panel B. Firm characteristics
RIAs  2,089   4,683   6,772
Individuals  9,757  81,170  89,752
Individual-year observations 34,654 295,797 330,451
Compensated on AUM 98.0 98.2
Compensated hourly 53.9 48.6
Compensated on commission  9.8 10.0
Compensated on performance  8.0 14.5
Discretionary authority 81.5 80.3

Before (2009–2011) After (2012–2014)
Complaint status Midsize SEC Midsize SEC Total

Panel C. Complaint characteristics
Withdrawn  3.0  2.0  1.2 2.4  2.1
Closed: no action 12.2  6.0 12.3 6.1  6.4
Denied 30.5 47.1 32.2 46.6 46.3
Settled 40.0 37.6 46.8 15.1 38.1
Arbitration/litigation 12.0  7.3  7.6  5.9  7.1
Alleged damages ($) 283,284 311,560 179,823 206,377 284,322
Settlements ($)  96,841   97,127 103,082  82,848  93,996

Notes: This table shows summary statistics at the firm and individual levels. Panel A shows the number of individ-
ual IARs with complaints in a given year and the associated IAR-by-year unconditional probability of receiving 
at least one complaint. Panel B shows characteristics of the transitioned midsize advisers and the non-transitioned 
(SEC-registered) advisers managing less than $1 billion of assets. Panel C shows average complaint outcomes 
before and after the Dodd-Frank Act. For each complaint, we calculate the frequency of various status categories: 
withdrawn, closed, denied, settled, or in arbitration or litigation.
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A. Main Results

We find complaint rates of RIAs that transitioned to state oversight increased rel-
ative to those of RIAs that continued under SEC oversight. We perform our analysis 
at both the  RIA-firm and  IAR-person levels. We then perform numerous robustness 
checks on parallel trends, use alternative sampling choices, and use alternative com-
parison groups. The results are robustly similar, indicating our main effect, which 
shows a divergence in complaint rates between transitioned and  non-transitioned 
RIAs, is due to the transition.

We start with the  firm-level analysis in panel A of Table 2. After aggregating 
 individual-level complaints to the firm level, we create four outcome variables: 
log(1 + Complaints), the number of complaints per IAR, the log of 1 plus the num-
ber of complaints per IAR, and an indicator variable that is 1 for firms receiving one 
or more complaints. Because  firm-level complaints are correlated with the number 
of employees at the firm, we control in all specifications for a  third-degree poly-
nomial of the number of IARs employed by the RIA. We also include firm fixed 
effects in all specifications to account for residual differences in firm size and other 
characteristics of the RIAs. We winsorize these variables at 1 percent, but the results 
are not sensitive to winsorizing.

Columns 1 and 2 of panel A show log(1 + Complaints) increased by about 
26–32 percent of the sample mean. Columns 3 and 4 show an increase in the number 
of complaints per IAR and the log number of complaints per IAR, which increased by 
30 percent of the sample mean. Lastly, column 5 shows the extensive margin effect, 
1{Complaints}, increases by about 77 basis points, which is 50 percent of the uncondi-
tional, sample frequency of complaint rates for 2009 to 2014. Altogether, these results 
show complaints against transitioned RIAs increased.

In panel B of Table 2, we conduct a similar analysis but at the  individual-IAR level, 
which affords greater power and the ability to control for  individual-level character-
istics. Across all columns, we see a significant increase in the probability of receiving 
a complaint, and the point estimate is stable and meaningful across a wide variety 
of specifications. Column 1 shows the main effect is robust to controlling for firm 
and year fixed effects, which control for general trends and unobserved differences 
between firms. Columns 2 to 4 show the results are robust to adding  state-year fixed 
effects and  branch-post fixed effects, which control for state and city characteristics 
and trends. The  branch-level fixed effects are important, because advisers may work 
in very different parts of the country within the same firm. Column 5 takes full advan-
tage of the  IAR-level panel data by adding  individual-IAR fixed effects, which control 
for unobservable differences in the individuals. The estimates suggest a 30– 40 basis 
point increase in complaint rates for transitioned IARs, which is 30–40 percent of the 
unconditional, sample frequency of complaint rates for 2009 to 2014.

B. Robustness

We next run a battery of robustness checks. We first examine the  parallel-trends 
assumption underlying a  difference-in-differences specification. Figure 2 presents 
the  parallel-trends plots for the  midsize RIAs against each of the following groups: 
(i)  SEC-registered RIAs with less than $1 billion of assets, (ii) RIAs with less than 
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$300 million of assets, and (iii)  midsize RIAs that remained with the SEC because 
they were headquartered in New York and Wyoming. In each of these figures, transi-
tioned  midsize RIAs and  SEC-registered RIAs have similar trends in the period prior 
to 2012 when both groups are under SEC oversight, and the trend lines only diverge 
starting in 2012, which is consistent with the transition having an effect. The relative 
increase in complaint rates appears to be persistent from 2012 through 2015. Although 
parallel trends appear using  individual-level data as well, the  parallel-trends assump-
tion seems better satisfied by the  firm-level results.23 In addition, in online Appendix 
A.4, we also report a parallel trends plot using as a comparison group broker represen-
tatives who are not investment advisers and thus not  subject to SEC oversight. These 
brokers never work for a firm that filed a Form ADV or never appeared in IAPD.24

23 We also perform matching tests in which we forced a  pre-trend at the individual level. For each individual 
working at a treated firm in 2012, we picked those not working at treated firms who had similar complaint histories 
prior to 2012. In this specification, we find a divergence between complaint rates starting in 2012 with a similar 
economic magnitude to the main reduced form analysis.

24 Moreover, online Appendix Table 5 statistically tests the  parallel-trends assumptions using regressions with data 
at the firm and individual levels. We also see a similar plot using  individual-level data in online Appendix Figure 2. 

Table 2—Baseline Results

log(1 + complaints) 100 ×    complaints
 _______ num. IARs    log (1 + 100 ×   complaints

 _ num. IARs  )    1  {complaints>0}    × 100 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A. RIA-level complaints
Post  ×  transitioned 0.012 0.010 0.028 0.020 0.765

(0.003) (0.003) (0.010) (0.010) (0.331)
FE: firm and year Y Y Y Y Y
FE: state-year Y Y Y Y

Observations 35,629 35,629 35,629 35,629 35,629
  R   2  0.767 0.769 0.470 0.374 0.581

  1  {complaints>0}    × 100 

Panel B. IAR-level complaints
Post  ×  transitioned 0.339 0.294 0.385 0.278 0.295

(0.105) (0.116) (0.135) (0.141) (0.133)
FE: firm and year Y Y Y Y Y
FE: state-year Y Y
FE: branch-post Y Y
FE: individual Y

Observations 330,451 330,451 330,451 330,451 330,451
  R   2  0.021 0.021 0.077 0.080 0.096

Notes: This table presents the difference-in-differences estimate for the change in complaints against investment 
advisers using our main sample of RIAs with less than $1 billion in AUM from 2009 to 2014. In panel A, we aggre-
gate individual representatives’ complaints to the RIA-firm level. In panel B, we present the individual-level results. 
At the firm level, we aggregate complaints and then calculate four outcome variables: the log of 1 plus the number 
of complaints, the number of complaints per employed IAR, the log of 1 plus complaints per IAR, and an indicator 
that is 1 for firms that received one or more complaints. In all specifications in panel A, we control for a third-order 
polynomial of the number of IARs employed by the firm. Complaints represent the number of total complaints that 
an RIA or IAR receives with a reporting or filing date within that year. Post is an indicator taking the value of 1 for 
years 2012 to 2014, which occur after the implementation of the transition. Transitioned is an indicator taking the 
value of 1 if an RIA transitioned from the SEC to state registration, and 0 otherwise. All specifications include fixed 
effects as indicated below with the FE labels. Standard errors are clustered by state and reported in parentheses.
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We also estimate a distributed  lead-lag model to study the dynamic effects around 
the treatment and plot the estimated difference between  midsize RIAs and those 
remaining under SEC oversight from 2009 to 2015 in panel D of Figure 2. The 
 lead-lag model accounts for firm and  state-year fixed effects. We again find the 
treatment effect only occurs after the implementation of  Dodd-Frank and does not 
reverse.

In Table 3, we adjust our comparison groups to address a variety of possible 
concerns. One concern is that  midsize RIAs in New York are different and thus not 
a good comparison group. To resolve this concern, in column 4, we discard  midsize 
RIAs in New York and Wyoming from the comparison group and find no change 
in the main effect. In column 5, we also remove California, with little effect on the 
point estimate. In untabulated analysis, we repeatedly remove one state at a time to 
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Figure 2. Parallel Trends

Notes: All the figures visually depict our  difference-in-differences specification using our  person-year panel. 
Panel A shows trends in complaint rates for our main sample using RIAs with less than $1 billion in assets under 
management. Panel B uses RIAs with less than $300 million in assets as the comparison group. Panel C uses unaf-
fected  midsize RIAs in New York and Wyoming with between $25 million and $100 million in assets as the compar-
ison group. Triangles denote the  midsized RIAs that transitioned from the SEC to state oversight, and circles denote 
the comparison groups. Panel D shows the difference between average complaint rates for transitioned  midsize 
RIAs and the comparison groups for our main sample period from 2009 to 2015 estimated using a regression that 
controls for a  third-order polynomial of the number of IARs employed by the firm and both firm and  state-year fixed 
effects. In all figures,  one-standard-error bands clustered by state are shown around the estimates.
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show our main effect is not sensitive to the inclusion or exclusion of any one state. 
At the cost of power, in columns 6 and 7, we limit the comparison group to RIAs 
managing less than $100 million and $300 million of assets and find no change in 
the effect. The $100 million threshold limits the comparison group to  midsize RIAs 
headquartered in New York or Wyoming. The results are similar if the comparison 
group only includes RIAs in New York or only RIAs in Wyoming. Column 2 shows 
no change in our results if we remove all RIAs with only one or two employed 
IARs. In online Appendix Table 6, we also show the increase in complaints is not 
explained by differences in local economic conditions.

C. Complaint Severity

We now examine changes in the composition of complaints filed against newly 
 state-registered advisers and  SEC-registered advisers. We explore changes across 
two dimensions. First, we examine changes in the type of complaint (e.g., allegation 
of fraud). Second, we examine changes in complaint severity in terms of alleged 
damages and settlement rates.

Table 4 examines changes in the incidence rates of various complaint types. 
We classify complaints using the text describing the complaint, which are avail-
able in the detailed profiles we acquired for all IARs from the IAPD database. 
Comparing changes in complaint types is useful for determining the cause of the 
increase in complaints. For example, one concern is that FINRA, which regulates 
brokers, changed in 2012 in an unobservable way that is correlated with the transi-
tion criteria. This concern matters because 87 percent of IARs we examine are dual 

Table 3—Alternative Comparison Groups

 log (1 + complaints)  

No 2012 ≥ 3 IARs
[1 to 50] 

IARs No NY/WY
No NY/
WY/CA

≤$300M 
AUM

≤$100M 
AUM Main

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Post  ×  transitioned 0.014 0.011 0.004 0.010 0.012 0.007 0.010 0.010
(0.003) (0.005) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003)

FE: firm Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
FE: state-year Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Observations 29,330 18,881 34,801 34,374 29,319 28,922 17,311 35,629
  R   2  0.784 0.783 0.431 0.776 0.774 0.674 0.684 0.769

Notes: This table presents robustness for the firm-level results in Table 2. In column 1, we remove data in 2012, 
the year of the transition of midsize advisers to state oversight from SEC oversight. In columns 2–7, we adjust the 
comparison groups. In column 2, we remove all RIAs employing only one or two representatives. In column 3, we 
keep only firms employing 1–50 representatives. In column 4, we exclude RIAs headquartered in New York and 
Wyoming, who were exempted from the transition. In column 5, we exclude RIAs headquartered in California 
as well. In column 6, we tighten the sample threshold from $1 billion of assets to $300 million of assets. In col-
umn 6, we further tighten the threshold to $100 million of assets, effectively including only RIAs in New York and 
Wyoming exempted from the transition. Column 8 shows the results from our main sample, transcribed from col-
umn 2 of panel A in Table 2 for comparison. Post is an indicator taking the value of 1 on and after 2012, following 
the implementation of the transition of oversight. Transitioned is an indicator taking the value of 1 if a RIA transi-
tioned from the SEC to state registration, and 0 otherwise. Fixed effects are specified under the point estimates in 
the model using the FE pre-fix and account for firm-specific characteristics and county-level trends. In all specifi-
cations, we control for a third-order polynomial of the number of IARs employed by the firm. Standard errors are 
clustered by state and shown in parentheses.
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registered as brokers. If FINRA oversight weakened for  midsize  broker-dealers, 
 broker-dealers may increase  broker-related misconduct. However, column 3 shows 
no significant increase in  churning-related complaints. Churning is the malpractice 
of a broker conducting excessive trading to generate more trading commissions. 
Since  broker-dealers are more often compensated through trading commissions, 
they are more likely to benefit from this activity rather than RIAs who tend to be 
compensated based on a fixed fee schedule. Thus, the result suggests  broker-related 
misconduct is not driving our results.

In contrast, if  Dodd-Frank weakened oversight of  investment-adviser functions, 
one would expect more alleged violations of the fiduciary standard. Consistent with 
that logic, column 1 reports a large and highly significant increase in the probabil-
ity of a complaint alleging violations of the fiduciary standard. Relatedly, column 
4 shows a highly significant and meaningful increase in complaints alleging that 
advisers misrepresented material information, and column 5 shows a marginally 
significant and meaningful increase in complaints alleging an IAR recommended 
unsuitable investments, usually claiming excessive risk or lack of required liquidity. 
These complaint types are all consistent with IARs lowering service quality and 
perhaps increasing misconduct. However, column 2 shows a lack of a significant 
increase in fraud claims, suggesting that the increase in complaints is less due to an 
increase in outright fraud and perhaps more due to advisers lowering service qual-
ity, making less effort to understand a client’s best interests, or perhaps allowing 
conflicts of interests to enter  decision-making more often. Overall, these results are 
more consistent with  Dodd-Frank weakening oversight of  midsize RIAs and repre-
sentatives, resulting in lower service quality and perhaps more misconduct.

Table 4—Complaint Types

  1  {complaints>0 and complaint type}    × 100 

Fiduciary 
breach Fraud Churning Misrepresentation

Suitability 
breach

Damages 
 ≥ $10,000

Damages 
 ≥ $100,000

Complaint type: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Uncond. prob (%): 0.41 0.16 0.17 0.97 0.73 0.67 0.27
Post  ×  transitioned 0.123 0.020 0.021 0.306 0.156 0.275 0.148

(0.036) (0.025) (0.029) (0.108) (0.095) (0.074) (0.060)
FE: firm Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
FE: branch-year Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Observations 330,451 330,451 330,451 330,451 330,451 330,451 330,451
  R   2  0.062 0.073 0.078 0.073 0.070 0.074 0.075

Notes: This table shows the effect of the transition of oversight on various categories of individual representatives’ 
complaint rates using our main person-year sample for advisers with less than $1 billion in assets from 2009 to 
2014. The outcome variables are all indicator variables scaled by 100 based on whether the IAR receives at least one 
complaint with the following criteria in a given year: column 1 citing breach of fiduciary duty, column 2 alleging 
fraud, column 3 alleging churning, column 4 alleging misrepresentation, column 5 alleging a breach of the suitabil-
ity standard applied to brokers (and not IARs), column 6 had more than $10,000 in alleged damages, and column 7 
had more than $100,000 in alleged damages. The former five specifications break out the types of complaints, and 
the latter two specifications examine the seriousness. The breakdown of complaints into different types are not 
mutually exclusive. Post is an indicator taking the value of 1 on and after 2012, following the implementation of 
the transition of oversight. Transitioned is an indicator taking the value of 1 if an IAR works for a firm that transi-
tioned from the SEC to state registration, and 0 otherwise. Fixed effects are specified under the point estimates in 
the model using the FE prefix and account for firm-specific characteristics and county-level trends. Standard errors 
are clustered by state and shown in parentheses.
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We also test whether the incidence of severe complaints increased. Columns 
6 and 7 show a highly significant and meaningful increase in the probability of 
receiving an allegation of damages above $10,000 or $100,000. The incidence of 
complaints alleging $10,000 or more of damages increased by 41 percent of the 
unconditional probability of 67 percent. The incidence of more severe complaints 
alleging $100,000 or more of damages increased by 55 percent of the unconditional 
probability of 27 percent.25

IV. Cross-Sectional Evidence

Thus far, we have established that complaint rates increased for  midsize RIAs 
that transitioned to state oversight, that complaints increasingly alleged violations of 
the fiduciary standard, and that complaints alleging damages of greater than $10,000 
and $100,000 both increased. We now exploit the large amount of heterogeneity in 
our sample to further support that the increase in complaints represents greater mis-
conduct, by ruling out various alternative explanations. These tests also establish the 
importance of regulatory resources for deterring misconduct, identify which types 
of advisers responded the most to weaker oversight, and identify which types of 
clients were the most vulnerable to weaker oversight.

A. Regulatory Action Conditional on a Complaint

We first test whether  regulator-initiated disciplinary actions increased for  midsize 
RIAs that transitioned to state oversight. Panel A of Table 5 shows no significant 
evidence that  regulator-initiated actions increased, despite an increase in customer 
complaints and an increase in the occurrence of severe complaints alleging fiduciary 
violations.

In panel B, we investigate changes in the probability of regulatory actions con-
ditional on an IAR receiving a customer complaint. Regulators cannot examine all 
RIAs each year and thus often employ risk measures to allocate attention. Regulators 
tend to perceive RIAs receiving customer complaints as more risky. This logic sug-
gests we can examine changes in the propensity for regulators to follow up on cus-
tomer complaints to get a sense of regulatory strength. Because regulatory actions 
may not be perfectly synchronous with customer complaints, we consider not just 
contemporaneous complaints occurring in the same year as the regulatory action, 
but also whether the adviser received a complaint in the prior one or two years.

Panel B reports the results. The unconditional relation between complaints and 
regulatory actions is positive, which is consistent with the logic that regulators are 
more likely to examine RIAs with complaints. This relation appears to increase in 
the post-period, which is likely due to regulatory capacity being more constrained 
in the pre-period when overall complaint rates were higher due to the financial cri-
sis. For IARs working for transitioned  midsize RIAs, we find a negative relation 

25 We do not discuss  intensive-margin results that would examine whether, conditional on a complaint, alleged 
damages increased, because such analysis is problematic. Suppose two types of complaints exist: frivolous and 
severe. Suppose treatment increased both categories of complaints, but frivolous complaints increased more. On 
the one hand, the  intensive-margin analysis might suggest complaints became less serious, but on the other hand, 
advisers may have actually provided  lower-service quality. 
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between regulatory actions and complaints. Column 4 suggests that, conditional on 
a complaint, transitioned  midsize advisers are 3.5 percent less likely to receive a reg-
ulatory action, an estimate that is significant at the 10 percent level. We control for 
unobserved firm characteristics,  state-specific trends, and also specific  branch-city 
trends. Column 5 shows a similar result when relaxing the  branch-post fixed effects 
and instead including  firm-post fixed effects. These results suggest that regardless 
of the propensity of a firm to be targeted by regulators, a regulator is less responsive 
to complaints under state jurisdiction.

B. State Regulator Budgets and Staffing

We examine whether heterogeneity across states in regulatory resources helps 
explain differences in the increase in complaint rates filed against  midsize RIAs 
that transitioned to state oversight. Our first measure of  state-level regulatory 
resources is the number of regulatory staff per RIA. To measure staffing, we use 
a report compiled in 1999 by the American Association of Retired Persons on the 
differences across states in  investment-adviser-specific regulatory staffing. Staffing 
information from 1999 is plausibly exogenous to the transition over a decade later. 

Table 5—Regulatory Actions and Responses to Complaints

  1  {regulator action}    × 100 

Panel A. Regulator-initiated
Panel B. Regulator 

follow-up
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Post  ×  transitioned 0.078 0.090 0.043 0.094
(0.076) (0.082) (0.090) (0.088)

  1  {complaints>0}    1.061 1.139
(0.183) (0.197)

  1  {complaints>0}      ×  transitioned 2.453 2.628
(1.608) (1.875)

  1  {complaints>0}      ×  post 0.777 0.783
(0.296) (0.308)

Post  ×    1  {complaints>0}    ×  transitioned −3.537 −2.911
(1.933) (1.820)

FE: firm and year Y Y Y Y Y
FE: state-year Y Y
FE: branch-post Y Y
FE: firm-post Y

Observations 330,451 330,451 330,451 330,451 330,451
  R   2  0.046 0.047 0.106 0.054 0.040

Notes: This table shows the impact of state registration on regulators’ disciplinary action, which include convic-
tions, sanctions, fines, or regulator-imposed terminations using our main person-year sample for advisers with less 
than $1 billion in assets from 2009 to 2014. The outcome variable in this table is an indicator that is 1 if the IAR 
is the subject of a regulatory action that year. Panel A examines regulatory actions in response to the transition to 
state jurisdiction. Panel B interacts the transition with prior and contemporaneous complaints to test whether state 
regulators issue more regulatory actions for IARs with more complaints. Post is an indicator taking the value of 1 
on and after 2012, following the implementation of the transition of oversight. Transitioned is an indicator taking 
the value of 1 if a RIA transitioned from the SEC to state registration, and 0 otherwise.   1  {complaints>0}     is an indicator 
of whether the IAR received a complaint in the previous year or current year, inclusive. Fixed effects are specified 
under the point estimates in the model using the FE prefix and account for firm-specific characteristics and coun-
ty-level trends. Standard errors are clustered by state and shown in parentheses.
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 Cross-sectional variation in regulatory staffing in 1999 is also relevant to variation 
in staffing in 2012. We gathered 2012 staffing data with FOIA requests to each 
 state-securities regulator. The correlation between total regulatory staff in 1999 and 
2012 is 0.95, and the correlation between staff at the level of the division overseeing 
investment advisers in 1999 and 2012 is 0.6. In our empirical specifications, we use 
the 1999 data because they are predetermined and not contaminated by reverse cau-
sality.26 In a few states, the number of staff per adviser at the level of the division 
overseeing investment advisers in 1999 is not available.

Columns 1 and 2 of Table 6 show  midsize RIAs in states with a higher number of 
staff per adviser in 1999 saw a significantly smaller increase in complaint rates, con-
sistent with more staff at securities regulators improving service quality and deterring 
more misconduct. This result helps rule out an alternative story for the increase in 
complaints. If complaints increased because state regulators were better than the SEC 
at sussing out bad actors, we would have expected complaints to have increased more 
for better staffed regulators. Column 1 shows the results dropping states with  missing 

26 We cannot rule out all omitted variables. However, that omitted variable would have the following requirement: 
it affects  midsize firms differently after 2012. One possible candidate might be local economic conditions, assuming 
that  midsize advisers are differently exposed to these conditions. In unreported tests, we horse race our resources 
measures against a battery of economic variables, with no meaningful. Finally, this omitted variable has to explain our 
other  cross-sectional tests, many of which exploit variation at the level of an individual within the same firm.

Table 6—State Regulator’s Staffing, Salaries, and Budgets

  1  {complaints>0}    
Staffing Salary State regulator budgets

 
Regulator budget
 measures:

   num. staff _ 
num. RIAs

      num. staff _ 
num. RIAs

    log (salary)    1  {salary>$70k}       budget 2012 _ 
budget 2009

      budget 2012 _ 
budget 2009

   > 1   1  {  budget 2012
 _ budget 2009  ∈top 25%}    

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Post  ×  transitioned −1.069 −1.011 −0.437 −0.527 −0.536 −0.576 −0.344
 × regulator budget (0.382) (0.368) (0.287) (0.132) (0.243) (0.242) (0.179)
Post  ×  transitioned 0.430 0.408 5.228 0.666 0.875 0.669 0.392

(0.154) (0.146) (3.291) (0.078) (0.323) (0.219) (0.150)
FE: firm Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
FE: state-year Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Observations 267,175 330,451 315,387 315,387 318,144 318,144 318,144
  R   2  0.024 0.022 0.021 0.021 0.022 0.022 0.022

Notes: This table shows the impact of different measures of state regulatory budgets using the amount of staffing, 
the average salary paid to state regulators, and their total budgets using our main person-year sample for advisers 
with less than $1 billion in assets from 2009 to 2014. Columns 1 and 2 in this table show the triple interactions on 
regulator staffing. Staff per RIA is the number of state employees with adviser oversight responsibilities divided by 
the number of RIAs under state oversight in 1999. In column 2, we impute a 0 where the data are missing. Columns 
3 and 4 show the triple interactions on states’ average regulator salaries of officials responsible for overseeing 
adviser registration and examinations listed in an NASAA compilation produced in mid-2012. Columns 5 to 7 show 
the triple interactions on regulator budgets. We collected budgets from relevant state regulatory authorities. Because 
the regulatory offices are not directly comparable (some offices are purely devoted to adviser regulation; others 
are not), we normalize the 2012 budget by the 2009 budget for the same office. Column 5 considers the budget in 
2012 relative to the budget in 2009. Column 6 considers an indicator equal to 1 if the regulator had a higher budget 
in 2012 than in 2009. Column 7 considers an indicator equal to 1 if the budget increase was in the top 25 percent 
of state budget increases. The outcome variable is an indicator taking the value of 1 if a IAR receives one or more 
complaints with a reporting or filing date within that year, and 0 otherwise. Post is an indicator taking the value of 
1 on and after 2012, following the implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act. Transitioned is an indicator taking the 
value of 1 if a RIA transitioned from the SEC to state registration, and 0 otherwise. Fixed effects are specified under 
the point estimates in the model using the FE prefix and account for firm-specific characteristics and county-level 
trends. Standard errors are clustered by state and shown in parentheses.
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1999 staffing data, and column 2 includes the missing states by coding missing staff-
ing ratios as 0, which is a natural interpretation because states with few clear staff 
handling adviser matters are more likely to have not been able to respond definitively 
to the FOIA requests. The point estimates remain similar and significant. Both speci-
fications include firm and  state-year fixed effects. Given that the standard deviation of 
the number of staff per adviser is 0.24, for a state to not see an increase in complaints 
against  midsize advisers, the regulator must increase staffing relative to the number 
of advisers by 1.2 standard deviations relative to the mean.

Our second measure of regulatory resources is the salaries of examiners and reg-
istration officials at each state regulator. To identify regulatory staff focused on over-
sight of RIAs and IARs, we use the names of examiners and registration contacts 
compiled in a directory by the NASAA in May 2012 and provided to RIAs to help 
them navigate the transition process. This list provides us with a set of individuals 
who serve relatively similar roles and are thus comparable across state regulators. 
For each individual in the list, we gathered  state-salary information. However, some 
states did not report historical salary information for individuals online. Columns 3 
and 4 of Table 6 show the results. States where the  log-average salary is higher or 
where the average salary exceeds $70,000 see lower complaints.

Our third measure of regulatory resources is a state regulator’s budget growth 
from 2009 to 2012. Online Appendix Figure 9 shows state budgets over time. The fig-
ure makes two points evident. First, although  state securities regulators’ workloads 
increased significantly with the added oversight of  midsize RIAs, on average, states 
did not increase regulators’ budgets. This lack of a budget increase might seem puz-
zling, because the transition increases  registration-fee revenues, but  registration-fee 
revenues are appropriated by the state. A regulator’s actual budget is determined by 
the governor, and thus regulators must request more resources from the governor. At 
the time of the transition, state governments were fiscally constrained, and the figure 
makes clear that governors did not increase the budgets of most state regulators. A 
second point made clear by the figure is the large  cross-sectional variation in budget 
levels. One reason for the variation is that the most granular division with oversight 
responsibility of RIAs that we could get data for differs across states. Thus, we com-
pare changes in the budgets between 2009 and 2012.

Columns 5 to 7 of Table 6 report our results. The various columns report different 
specifications for the analysis. Column 5 reports a winsorized ratio of 2012 to 2009 
budgets. Column 6 creates an indicator for whether the 2012 budget exceeded the 
2009 budget. Column 7 uses an indicator for whether a state’s budget growth ranks 
in the top quartile (top 25 percent) of  state-budget growths. The point estimates 
suggest the increase in complaints largely did not occur in states that increased reg-
ulatory resources the most (top quartile of budget increases).27

Altogether, the evidence thus far examining regulators’ staffing, budget, and 
salaries as well as the tendency to follow up on customer complaints all suggest 
transitioned  midsize advisers saw relatively weaker oversight than similar  advisers 

27 One concern we resolve is that shocks that drive regulator budgets higher lead to lower complaints. If the 
local state economy is doing well, tax receipts and future staff budgets may be high, and customers’ investment 
performance may be superior if they invest in local investment opportunities. The  within-state-year fixed effects 
substantially mitigate this concern, because the transition and  non-transition groups are likely affected equally.
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remaining SEC registered. If states experiencing a larger percentage increase in rep-
resentatives are more likely to be constrained, then we would expect complaints 
to increase more in states with a larger workload shock. Online Appendix Table 9 
shows evidence consistent with this reasoning.

C. Distance to Regulator

We next examine whether complaint rates increased more for RIAs located closer 
to or farther away from the local regulator. Prior research suggests travel distance 
from a governing body to a regulated entity affects the quality of monitoring. In a 
working paper, Nguyen and Nguyen (2017) find insiders increase insider trading 
when farther away from a regional office of the SEC, and closures of these offices 
appear to increase insider trading by increasing the distance to the closest regulator. 
In our context, distance may matter because RIAs located farther away require more 
commute time and other costs to monitor. Anecdotal evidence based on our conver-
sations with state regulators corroborates this reasoning. We measure the longitude 
and latitude of the city where each individual IAR reports to be working, acknowl-
edging that many IARs work in branch offices far from firm headquarters. The cov-
erage of representatives’ branch office locations is about 92 percent.

Table 7 reports the results. In column 1, we create a dummy for whether a 
regulator is farther than 50 miles from the RIA, recognizing the potential role of 
outliers. The specification includes  branch-post fixed effects, and thus effectively 
compares the complaint rates of transitioned and  non-transitioned RIAs in the same 
city and also controls for  city-level trends across the pre- and post-periods. The 
 triple-difference term (Post  ×  Transitioned  ×  Distance) captures any differences 
in the  difference-in-differences estimate (using  SEC-registered RIAs as the com-
parison group) for transitioned advisers within 50 miles of the regulator and those 
farther than 50 miles. The estimate of 0.609 on the  triple-difference term suggests 
the increase in complaints concentrates in representatives working more than 50 
miles away from the state regulator. In column 2, we rank RIAs headquartered in 
a  particular state by their relative distances to the state’s regulator to remove the 
effects of scale. In column 3, we use the log distance to the state regulator. In column 
4, we use log distance to the closest regulator (state, SEC regional office, or FINRA 
regional office). Across all specifications, RIAs located farther from regulators saw 
a significantly bigger increase in customer complaints.28      ,  29

In columns 5 and 6, we use an alternative measure of distance, namely the 
prevalence of  high-speed internet connectivity. Transitioned RIAs in locations that 

28 In untabulated results, we also take the original log distance measure and include distance from the local SEC 
and FINRA branches. The point estimates suggest what matters is distance from the local state regulator. Our result 
sharpens, perhaps because adding in covariates for distance from FINRA and SEC branches may help control for 
 nonlinear correlations between a firm’s location and propensity to be transitioned.

29 One concern raised against this analysis has been that our results are driven by the bias of where firms tend to 
place investment advisers in relation to the regulators. Individuals farther away may be more  client-facing by nature 
of local demographics, whereas those closer may perform more  back-office functions, thus leading to differences 
in complaint rates. It seems unlikely that RIAs would use investment advisers (not other service professionals) to 
perform  back-office functions, and because, if anything, we expect areas near the regulator to be more replete with 
clients. Nevertheless, we argue our current empirical design addresses this issue, because our  branch-post fixed 
effects control for  city-level differences, ruling out this concern.
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are more challenging to communicate with over the internet also experienced a 
larger increase in complaints. In untabulated results, we find these distance results 
are robust to including interactions of Post  ×  Transitioned and local economic 
characteristics.

D. Client Sophistication and Bargaining Power

The results so far rule out the possibility that complaints increased because state 
regulators are more effective. Instead, complaints increased primarily in areas with 
weaker state regulators and for branch offices located farther from state regulators. 
However, we still cannot conclude that service quality declined, because the increase 
in complaints could also be due to a substitution between client oversight and reg-
ulatory oversight. In other words, clients may compensate for weaker regulatory 
oversight by increasing oversight of RIAs. To help resolve this alternative expla-
nation, we explore the relation between the increase in complaints for transitioned 
RIAs and variation across RIAs in client composition and market power.

Table 7—Distance to Regulator

  1  {complaints>0}    × 100 

 
 
Distance measure:

 
 

Distance  ≥  50

 
Ranked 

within-state

 
 

 log (distance)  

log(distance 
to closest 
regulator)

High-speed 
connectivity 

 ≥  60%

Number 
of internet 
providers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Post  ×  transitioned 0.052 0.157 −0.112 0.032 0.993 0.923
(0.250) (0.187) (0.482) (−0.282) (0.359) (0.278)

Transitioned −0.928 −0.585 −0.153 −0.291 0.064 0.093
  ×  distance (0.498) (0.579) (0.120) (0.097) (0.031) (0.038)
Post  ×  distance −0.167 −0.359 −0.096 −0.172

(0.106) (0.200) (0.034) (0.054)
Post  ×  transitioned 0.609 0.951 0.115 0.090 −0.054 −0.576
  ×  distance (0.318) (0.376) (0.050) (0.066) (0.026) (0.332)
FE: firm and year Y Y Y Y Y Y
FE: branch-post Y Y Y Y Y Y

Observations 281,678 281,678 281,678 281,678 284,618 284,618
  R   2  0.055 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.036 0.036

Notes: This table presents difference-in-differences estimates using annual panel data to study the impact of reg-
ulator distance and complaints using our main person-year sample for advisers with less than $1 billion in assets 
from 2009 to 2014. Columns 1 through 4 examine variation in the transition effect with distances of IAR branches 
to local regulators, whose addresses are retrieved from the NASAA and the SEC website as of 2015. Distances in 
miles are calculated using coordinates of the zip code of the firm or regulator’s address. Column 1 uses an indica-
tor of whether the raw distance is greater than 50 miles. Column 2 takes a quantile rank of how far a branch loca-
tion is from the regulator among all locations of adviser representatives who work for a firm headquartered in the 
state. Column 3 presents log distance, controlling for distance to other regulators. Column 4 takes the distance 
to the closest regulator, which includes a state’s securities regulator as well as FINRA and SEC regional offices. 
Columns 5 and 6 use internet access measures from the Federal Communications Commission at the county level 
as of December 31, 2011 as an inverse measure of distance. Column 5 uses an indicator of whether at least 60 per-
cent of households in a county have residential fixed high-speed connections over 200 kb/s in at least one direc-
tion. The 60 percent threshold is an American Community Survey bracket. Column 6 uses a count of the number 
of internet providers providing a 200 kb/s or faster in at least one direction. The outcome variable reflects whether 
the individual received a complaint that year. Post is an indicator taking the value of 1 on and after 2012, following 
the implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act. Transitioned is an indicator taking the value of 1 if a RIA transitioned 
from the SEC to state registration, and 0 otherwise. Fixed effects are specified under the point estimates in the model 
using the FE prefix and deviate from our main specification of firm and state-year fixed effects mainly due to power 
issues. Robust standard errors clustered by state are shown in parentheses.
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Less sophisticated clients are less likely to be aware of the transition and less 
capable of recognizing lower service quality, and thus less capable of monitoring 
their advisers. We construct two measures of client sophistication. First, for each 
RIA, we determine the proportion of clients that are  non-accredited individual 
investors (accredited investors have incomes greater than $200,000 or a net worth 
in excess of $1 million) from each RIA’s Form ADV filings. ADV only reports this 
proportion in ranges (e.g., 0–25 percent, 25–50 percent, etc.). We categorize RIAs 
with 75 percent or more of their clients falling into the  non-accredited category as 
having primarily  non-accredited clients. The second measure of client net worth 
is the assets per employee. We use the number of employees working for the RIA 
in 2012 and the assets managed by the RIA in 2011 (2012 assets are not available 
for many  midsize advisers that transitioned to state oversight).

Table 8 shows the results on client composition. Columns 1 and 2 measure cli-
ent sophistication with an indicator equal to 1 if more than 75 percent of clients are 
 non-accredited investors. Column 1 uses RIA and  state-year fixed effects to account 
for unobserved differences across firms and state trends. Column 2 goes further and 
controls for  city-level trends pre- and  post-transition, effectively comparing IARs 
working at branches of transitioned and  non-transitioned RIAs in the same city. The 
point estimates suggest the increase in complaints is entirely concentrated in RIAs 
serving mostly  non-accredited investors. Column 3 measures client sophistication 
using the log of the average assets managed by each IAR, and column 4 uses an indi-
cator variable that equals 1 when the average assets managed by an IAR is in the top 
25 percent of RIAs. We find client complaints were higher for RIAs serving primarily 
less sophisticated investors. Overall, these results are less consistent with the possi-
bility that the increase in complaints is driven by increased client oversight of RIAs.

Our measure of client sophistication may also be thought of as a measure of client 
bargaining power, with less sophisticated clients having lower bargaining power. 
We now exploit  cross-sectional variation in the market concentration of RIAs to 
further identify whether advisers with more bargaining power took more advantage 
of clients. Competition erodes an adviser’s ability to underserve a client. Clients 
receiving poor service in a market with many competing RIAs can simply find a new 
adviser. However, RIAs in less-competitive regions of the country are better able 
to lower service quality with less risk of losing clients. This logic suggests RIAs in 
less-competitive markets took more advantage of weaker state oversight.

Panel B of Table 8 reports the results. All specifications show that where RIAs 
have greater market power, complaints increased more. Column 1 calculates the 
log concentration ratio (HHI) of the number of representatives at the county level. 
Column 2 recomputes the concentration ratio at the city level. Our sample contains 
roughly twice as many cities as counties. We use  branch-post fixed effects to capture 
unobserved,  time-varying heterogeneity across branches and to control for trends 
between pre- and  post-Dodd-Frank Act reforms. The coefficients are consistent with 
the reasoning that higher competition reduces the increase in complaints for tran-
sitioned firms. Columns 3 and 4 take concentration ratios of AUM by state. We use 
a log specification because the concentration ratios are positively skewed. We use 
 state-year fixed effects to rule out other heterogeneity at the  state-time level. The 
results suggest the effect is concentrated in states and in cities within a state with 
higher concentrations of RIAs.
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E. Recidivism and Conflicts of Interest

Lastly, we provide additional evidence against an alternative narrative that com-
plaints increased because frivolous complaints increased. We first exploit heteroge-
neity among IARs at the same RIA. We are able to compare changes in complaint 
activity filed against IARs without past complaints and those with past complaints. 
The fraction of IARs with a past complaint is 4.2 percent in our sample, lower than 
the 7 percent from Egan, Matvos, and Seru (2018). We focus on investment advisers 
rather than brokers, and they also include other disclosure categories beyond cus-
tomer complaints. Unconditionally, IARs that are dual registered as brokers have 
higher recidivism rates than pure IARs.

Table 8—Client Bargaining Power and Sophistication

  1  {complaints>0}      ×  100

Primarily non-accredited investors  log (  AUM _ IAR  )  High    AUM _ IAR   
Client measure: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A. Client sophistication
Post  ×  transitioned 0.012 0.010 1.322 0.371

(0.128) (0.178) (0.771) (0.109)
Post  ×  transitioned 0.695 0.746 −0.072 −0.241
  ×  client (0.287) (0.297) (0.043) (0.124)
FE: firm and year Y Y Y Y
FE: state-year Y Y Y
FE: branch-post Y

Observations 330,451 330,451 326,338 326,338
  R   2  0.022 0.078 0.020 0.020

Client bargaining power:  log (100 × HH I  people  
 county )   log (100 × HH I  people  

 city  )   log ( Top 4 AUM   state )   log (HH I   state )  
Panel B. Client bargaining power
Post  ×  transitioned −1.096 −2.591 0.530 0.796

(1.338) (1.061) (0.225) (0.303)
Post  ×  transitioned 0.786 1.092 0.451 0.263
  ×  client (0.452) (0.339) (0.271) (0.131)
FE: firm and year Y Y Y Y
FE: state-year Y Y
FE: branch-post Y Y

Observations 288,022 286,830 330,125 330,125
  R   2  0.036 0.077 0.022 0.022

Notes: Panel A in this table studies the interaction of the transition effect with a firm’s client characteristics using 
our main person-year sample for advisers with less than $1 billion in assets from 2009 to 2014. We consider three 
client characteristics: (i) if the adviser reports that 75 percent or more of its clients are non-accredited investors, (ii) 
the reported 2011 AUM divided by the number of IARs working at the RIA in 2012, and (iii) whether an RIA has 
high AUM per IAR, where High AUM per IAR is defined as an indicator of being in the top twenty-fifth percentile 
of the distribution of firm AUM per IAR. Panel B in this table presents the effect of transitioning from SEC to state 
regulation interacted with concentration of the local adviser industry. Column 1 uses the Herfindahl-Hirschman 
index of IARs at branch offices in a county. Column 2 uses the Herfindahl-Hirschman index of IARs at branch 
office in a city. Column 3 uses the log total AUM from the top 4 RIAs in a state. Column 4 uses the log Herfindahl 
index calculated at the state level based on AUM market share. The outcome variable is an indicator of whether an 
RIA or IAR receives with a reporting or filing date within that year. Post is an indicator taking the value of 1 on 
and after 2012, following the implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act. Transitioned is an indicator taking the value 
of 1 if a RIA transitioned from the SEC to state registration, and 0 otherwise. Fixed effects are specified under the 
point estimates in the model using the FE prefix. Standard errors are clustered by state and shown in parentheses.
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Advisers with past complaints may care less about service quality or be more 
inclined to misconduct. The results are presented in Table 9. Column 1 shows IARs 
with past complaints increased complaints significantly more than other IARs work-
ing at the same firm without past complaints. In fact, the effect appears to be con-
centrated in advisers with past complaints. Column 2 controls better for firm trends 
between the pre- and post-periods. The estimate declines only slightly.

Overall, we see evidence consistent with advisers with past complaints taking 
the most advantage of weaker oversight. These results are less consistent with an 
alternative interpretation that frivolous reporting increased, because such frivolous 
reporting would have to primarily have increased for advisers with past complaints 
working at the same firm.

We then exploit heterogeneity across RIAs in the types of IARs employed. 
More specifically, we ask if firms employing more IARs that are also dual regis-
tered as brokers experience a bigger increase in complaints when oversight weak-
ens. Brokers are paid on commission, and RIAs employing more brokers place 
more emphasis on  commission-based pay. Thus,  dual registered IARs may have 
more conflicts of interest and thus be more likely to violate the fiduciary standard. 
Table 10 shows the results. Columns 1–3 use a  firm-year panel and show the effect is 

Table 9—Recidivism

  1  {complaints>0}      ×  100

(1) (2)

Post  ×  transitioned  ×  prior complaint 3.226 2.749
(1.044) (1.312)

Transitioned  ×  prior complaint −2.441 −2.252
(0.701) (0.801)

Post  ×  prior complaint −7.689 −7.689
(0.365) (0.356)

Transitioned  ×  post −0.035
(0.089)

Prior complaint 9.970 10.63
(0.340) (0.341)

FE: firm and year Y
FE: firm-post Y

Observations 330,451 330,451
  R   2  0.050 0.059

Notes: This table examines whether advisers with past complaints see a stronger effect of the 
transition in midsize oversight on future complaint rates using our main person-year sample for 
advisers with less than $1 billion in assets from 2009 to 2014. Column 1 includes firm and year 
fixed effects, whereas column 2 includes firm-post fixed effects that account for differential 
firm characteristics before the implementation of Dodd-Frank and after. The latter fixed effects 
scheme trades off power with flexibility and alleviates concerns about firm-specific trends to 
some extent. In untabulated results, we find our results are quantitatively unchanged with a 
lower statistical significance at 10 percent when including firm-year fixed effects. The outcome 
variable is an indicator variable that equals 1 if a representative receives a customer complaint 
with a reporting or filing date within that year. To mitigate endogeneity issues, we define the 
Prior complaint variable as an indicator variable equal to 1 if the individual received a com-
plaint any time between 2006 to 2009. Post is an indicator taking the value of 1 on and after 
2012, following the implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act. Transitioned is an indicator tak-
ing the value of 1 if a RIA transitioned from the SEC to state registration, and 0 otherwise. 
Standard errors are clustered by state and shown in parentheses.
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concentrated in RIAs employing  above-median numbers of brokers. Column 4 uses 
an  individual-year panel and finds similar results. These results suggest regulatory 
strength matters most for advisers with greater conflicts of interest, and any narra-
tive of an increase in frivolous complaints would have to explain why the increase is 
concentrated in advisers with greater conflicts of interest.

V. Interpretation of Results

Our goal has been to understand why the transition of  midsize advisers to 
state oversight led to an increase in client complaints relative to similar advisers 
continuing under SEC oversight. We offered and discussed at the beginning of 
Section III a decomposition of the probability of a complaint to organize our dis-
cussion. The four main hypotheses for the increase in complaint rates for  midsize 
RIAs are (i) adviser misconduct increased, (ii) regulator effectiveness increased, 
(iii) customers increased oversight in response to weaker regulator oversight, or 

Table 10—Advisers Dual Registered as Brokers

  1  {complaints>0}      ×  100

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Post  ×  transitioned 1.713 −0.057 0.206
(0.768) (0.126) (0.148)

Post  ×  above-median dual registered −1.911
(0.580)

Transitioned  ×  above-median dual registered −0.624
(0.789)

Post  ×  transitioned  ×  above-median dual registered 1.336
(0.757)

Post  ×  transitioned −0.019
(0.083)

Post  ×  dual registered −0.475
(0.092)

Transitioned  ×  dual registered 0.216
(0.245)

Post  ×  transitioned  ×  dual registered 0.552
(0.181)

Observation level Firm Firm Firm Individual
Sample Above median Below median All All
FE: firm Y Y Y Y
FE: state-year Y Y Y Y

Observations 17,898 17,731 35,629 330,451
R2 0.578 0.290 0.578 0.021

Notes: This table examines whether RIAs employing more representatives (IARs) that are dual registered as brokers 
experienced larger increases in client complaints after midsize RIAs transitioned to state oversight using our main 
person-year sample for advisers with less than $1 billion in assets from 2009 to 2014. Column 1 includes only RIAs 
employing above-median numbers of dual registered IARs. Column 2 includes only RIAs employing below-median 
numbers of dual registered IARs. Column 3 includes both above-median and below-median RIAs in the same spec-
ification. Column 4 uses a person-year panel to examine the effect at the individual level. The outcome is an indi-
cator taking the value of 1 if an IAR receives one or more complaints in year  t . Transitioned is an indicator taking 
the value of 1 if a RIA transitioned from the SEC to state registration, and 0 otherwise. Post is an indicator taking 
the value of 1 on and after 2012, following the implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act. Standard errors are clustered 
by state and shown in parentheses.
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(iv) frivolous complaints increased. We use the set of results from Sections III and 
IV to distinguish between these four competing explanations.

We first discuss the hypothesis that complaints increased because state regulators 
are more effective than the SEC at overseeing  midsize advisers. One motivation 
for this hypothesis is that policymakers discussed how the SEC does not have the 
capacity to allocate resources to sufficiently examine  midsize advisers, especially 
with new oversight responsibilities of private fund advisers (e.g., hedge funds). 
Another motivation is that state regulators may have a local information advantage 
over federal regulators. If more effective oversight drives the increase in complaints 
observed, the increase should be larger in states with stronger regulators (better 
staffing, budgets, and salaries) and for advisers closer to the regulator. The increase 
should be lower in areas where advisers have more market power to counteract a 
stronger regulator, and larger for advisers serving  non-accredited investors, who 
depend more on regulatory oversight. Our observed  cross-sectional results disagree 
with all of these predictions except for the last prediction of an increase for advisers 
with more  non-accredited investors as clients.

The next hypothesis is that complaints increased because of increased customer 
oversight in response to weaker  state-regulatory oversight of  midsize advisers. 
The motivation for this hypothesis is that customer complaints are a way to deter 
misconduct, because complaints increase the probability a regulator examines the 
adviser. This hypothesis predicts a larger increase in customer complaints in states 
with fewer resources and for advisers located farther from the state regulator. Also, 
complaints should increase less for advisers serving more  non-accredited investors, 
because these clients are less capable of monitoring advisers and less likely to be 
aware of the transition. Our observed results agree with the predictions with respect 
to regulatory strength and distance to the regulator, but our results disagree with the 
predictions related to less sophisticated clients. Also, any narrative about frivolous 
complaints would need to explain why the increase in complaints is concentrated in 
representatives with past complaints working for the same firm and for advisers with 
greater conflicts of interest.

A third hypothesis is that complaint rates increased for transitioned  midsize 
advisers because frivolous reporting increased. Clients of  midsize RIAs may have 
complained more if media attention increased the saliency of complaining in a way 
that is correlated with treatment. Another alternative is that clients of transitioned 
advisers may perceive local state regulators as being more concerned with local 
interests. These hypotheses would predict greater complaints in areas with stronger 
regulators and for advisers closer to regulators. This hypothesis would also predict 
a stronger response among advisers serving  lower-net-worth clients who are more 
likely to be affected by a saliency story. Our results disagree with the first set of 
explanations related to regulatory strength and distance to the regulator but do agree 
with the prediction of higher complaints in populations with more  lower-net-worth 
clients.

Of these three alternative hypotheses, none are fully supported by the 
 cross-sectional results. Instead, the results are consistent with all of the predictions 
of the hypothesis that investment advisers responded to weaker oversight by lower-
ing service quality. This hypothesis predicts larger drops in service quality in states 
with weaker regulators, for advisers farther from state regulators, and in areas where 
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advisers have more market power. This hypothesis also predicts larger drops in 
service quality for advisers serving  lower-net-worth clients, who may be easier to 
take advantage of. Again, our results are consistent with each of these predictions, 
strongly suggesting the transition resulted in a drop in service quality by transi-
tioned advisers relative to similar advisers continuing under SEC oversight.

VI. Conclusion

We provide empirical evidence that the  Dodd-Frank Act’s transitioning of 
 midsize RIAs to state oversight weakened oversight of  midsize RIAs on average, 
resulting in  lower-quality investment advice. Customer complaints against  midsize 
RIAs increased relative to those against RIAs continuing under SEC oversight by 
30–40 percent of the unconditional complaint rates in our sample period. Increases 
in complaints alleging fiduciary violations drove the increase in complaints. The 
richness of our setting allows us to take advantage of  cross-sectional variation across 
states, firms, and individuals to identify a variety of moderating factors. We identify 
an important role for regulatory resources and find that complaints mostly increased 
in states with poorly funded state regulators.

Overall, the results show the assignment of responsibilities for the standard setter 
and regulator can have a large effect on implementation quality. More recently, states 
are considering their own implementation of a fiduciary standard for brokers as the 
Department of Labor Fiduciary Rule has been put on hold.30 Our results suggest the 
coordination or lack thereof between states and the division of responsibility among 
local and federal regulators will significantly affect outcomes for investors. Although 
our results do not determine precisely the comparative advantages of national ver-
sus local regulators, in our setting, the federal jurisdiction appears to be a better 
enforcer of the law. The challenge is we do not observe all of the costs and benefits 
involved, because observed complaints only represent a fraction of true misconduct. 
More generally, if our results indicate the average state regulator underperforms the 
SEC, we do not know if state regulators operate with lower levels of resources or 
underperform given the same resources. In either case, federal regulators may have 
 economies-of-scale advantages and also a funding advantage through Congress and 
the Internal Revenue Service. This last insight generalizes to other settings, such as 
considering whether criminal law enforcement or medical licensing should belong 
to a local or federal entity. Our research highlights that one crucial factor may be 
the relative fiscal health and institutional design of the municipality or state entity.
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